
AP Studio Art: DRAWING (Summer Homework)

Self-Portrait:
Students will complete a self-portrait of themselves using a grid 
system to keep the drawing in proportion. Students will then 
use bristol board, graphite pencils and blending stumps (these 
supplies were given out to you) to complete this project. 

12 Sketches for CONCENTRATION section:
Your AP Portfolio consists of 2 sections; Breadth & Concentra-
tion. The Concentration section shows the student's in-depth 
exploration of a particular design concept. It is presented as 12 
images, some of which may be details of works. The stress is on 
a coherent idea and development of the work, in addition to 
the artistic success of the work. Once you have come up with 
your “theme” idea, you will need to start sketching original 
ideas. Settle on your 12 best sketches to turn in. 

Plagiarism Drawing:
It is unethical, constitutes plagiarism, and often violates
copyright law to simply copy a work of art (even in another 
medium) that was made by someone else and represent it as 
your own. If you submit work that uses other artists’ work or 
imagery you’ll need to show substantial and signi�cant
development beyond duplication — through manipulation of 
the formal qualities, design, and/or concept of the source. Your 
individual “vision” should be clearly present. Students will be 
given a printout of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa painting. You 
will have manipulate the design and concept of your drawing 
so that it does not violate any rules of plagiarism. 
 

Students will develop their works of art by using multiple 
resources in a responsible way in order to not violate any copy-
righted laws through plagiarism. Students are encouraged to 
use personal reference photos to create their artwork. However, 
if they choose to use photographs, published images and/or 
the work of other artists, they MUST show substantial and 
signi�cant development beyond duplication. Students are 
required to understand how to manipulate the formal qualities, 
design, and/or concept of the source to make the artwork their 
own creation. IT IS UNETHICAL, CONSTITUTES PLAGIARISM, 
AND OFTEN VIOLATES COPYRIGHT LAW SIMPLY TO COPY AN-
OTHER ARTIST’S WORK OR IMAGERY (EVEN IN ANOTHER 
MEDIUM) AND REPRESENT IT AS ONE’S OWN.  (SC10)

The AP Studio Art Class will provide assignments that include 
teacher instruction and demonstrations for each unit.
Students are required to hold classroom critiques with their 
peers as well as individual critiques with the instructor. All 
students must participate in the classroom critiques so that 
each student will gain valuable feedback and understand their 
strengths and weaknesses in each work of art. Students must 
also use knowledge of the Elements and Principles of Design 
while providing feedback to their peers.

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION: 
Projects and homework will be evaluated with the use of a 
rubric for each unit. Grading factors include:   1) how the objec-
tive is met   2) the quality of the students work   3) the concept 
and design of the student’s work   4) composition of student’s 
work   5) observing the copyright law in relation to the students 
created work of art   6) participation in classroom critiques   7) 
work habit of the student.
PROJECTS AND HOMEWORK (50%)
PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT (50%)

STUDENT LEARNING: 
 STRATEGIES:
Students will be given a binder containing the following mate-
rial:   1) CollegeBoard AP Studio Art Course Description   2) AP 
Studio Art Brochure   3) AP Studio Art Student Planning Work-
sheets   4) AP Studio Art Frequently Asked Questions   5) How 
the Studio Art Portfolio is Graded as well as resources   6) Port-
folio Tips Studio Art   7) a link to the Drawing Portfolio with 
Student Samples and Scoring Guidelines.
Students will learn about and understand each section of the 
Studio Art portfolio and begin to plan out (by using the AP 
Studio Art Student Planning Worksheets) their artwork for the 
Quality, Concentration and Breadth section.
During the �rst two weeks of school, students will meet indi-
vidually with the instructor to see if there are any questions 
about the 3 sections of the Studio Art portfolio. The instructor 
will also view each student’s previous works of art to see if they 
�rst observe the copyright laws and if any can be used for a 
certain section of the portfolio. Works of art that are able to be 
used for the portfolio will �rst be individually critiqued by the 
instructor to check for its quality, concept and design. Next, the 
students will discuss the direction or ideas they have for the 
Concentration section. The student and instructor will deter-
mine which, if any, previous works of art tie into the speci�c 
visual idea that the student has chosen for the Concentration 
section.
If a student is not certain about a particular visual theme idea, 
the student and instructor will have continued discussions 
about the student’s interests, goals, etc. in order to �nd a clear 
direction to work with for the Concentration section. The goal is 
to have each student establish their Concentration theme 
within the �rst few weeks of school.
FORMAT:
The course will �rst consist of units to enhance each student’s 
ability use a variety of drawing skills and conceptual ideas. 
These units are intended for students to develop works of art to 
be used in their Breadth section. However, these Breadth unit 
drawings can be substituted for a Concentration drawing if the 
student determines that their unit piece is more applicable in 
that area. Individual critiques by the student and instructor will 
take place while the student’s work is in progress so the student 
can re�ect on his/her technique and creative development. 
Classroom critiques will also take place so that students will be 
able to provide strengths and weaknesses for each student’s 
artwork. Another individual critique will take place after the 
artwork is completed to see if anything needs to be improved 
on. 
When the Breadth units and projects have been completed, 
students will focus on the Concentration section of their portfo-
lio for the remaining class sessions. 
UNITS:
The units are designed to engage the students in various draw-
ing techniques, approaches and compositions. At the end of 
each unit, students will demonstrate the following in their 
artwork:      1) expression of their conceptual, perceptual and 
expressive development in their artwork   2) development of a 
wide range of drawings using di�erent media   3) knowledge 
and understanding of the Elements and Principles of Design   4) 
technical skill   5) drawing strategies using observation, non-
objective forms, contrast and manipulation. 
The instructor’s lesson will include the following:   1) vocabulary 
from the Elements and Principles of Design   2) modeling 
approaches and techniques using a single medium (a variety of 
media will be used throughout the units to build each student’s 
mastery of each medium)          3) examples of successful 
artwork   4) rubric review with the students   5) questions.   
The worktime of the students will include the following:   1) 
INDIVIDUAL CRITIQUE WITH STUDENT AND TEACHER TO CHECK 
FOR:   a) conceptual, perceptual and expressive development   
b) composition of artwork   c) understanding of copyright laws   
2) MONITORING OF STUDENTS TO CHECK FOR:   a) progress of 
student work   b) any possible concerns regarding copyright 
infringements   c) questions   3) classroom critiques   4) informal 
feedback from one another   5) a �nal individual critique with 
the student and instructor.
Supplies for all assignments are provided by the school. Stu-
dents will be asked to make a voluntary donation to help pay 
for materials which will be used to complete the projects for 
their AP Portfolio. 

Students will be assessed with the use of a rubric for pro�ciency 
in speci�c areas for each unit.
CLASS ASSIGMENTS & ASSESSMENTS INSTRUCTION HOME-
WORK
Line, Shape, Value, and Form: comparisons to the foundation of 
language.
Line = letters;
shape = words;
form = sentences.
Students produce value
scale, cylinder, and
spherical forms in pencil.
Explore contour and blind
contour drawings.
-Quality and character of
 line
-Use of value to imply
 form
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) modeling of value scale and blind contour draw-
ings 3) show examples of successful artwork 4) rubric review 5) 
questions and individual critique 6) monitor students work 7) 
classroom critiques 8) individual critique
 Blind contour portrait and
blind contour still life
drawings

Texture:
Portraiture: Proportions for front, side and ¾ views. Techniques 
such as freehand
and use of a grid.
-Use of texture, value,
 and form
-Composition
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) modeling of face proportions for each view 3) 
show examples of successful artwork 4) rubric review 5) ques-
tions and individual critique 6) monitor students work 7) class-
room critiques 8) individual critique
 Portrait of a friend or family member
Contrast:
White pencil on black paper portrait.
Preliminary sphere and value scale exercises.
-Use of light values on
 dark background
-Form
-Composition
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) modeling of a sphere 3) show examples of suc-
cessful artwork 4) rubric review 5) questions and individual 
critique 6) monitor students work 7) classroom critiques 8) 
individual critique
 White charcoal drawing of tools (hammers, screwdrivers,
wrenches) using
overlapping forms

Human Figure Proportions:
Drawing from life.
Foreshortening explored.
-Proportions
-Line
-Composition
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) modeling proportions of the �gure        3) show 
examples of successful artwork 4) rubric review 5) questions 
and individual critique 6) monitor students work 7) classroom 
critiques 8) individual critique
 Figure drawings of various poses 

White and Black Charcoal
Pencil Portraits on Grey
Paper: Preliminary sphere
drawing.
-Line, Value, and Form
-Composition
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) modeling of blending values together        3) 
show examples of successful artwork 4) rubric review 5) ques-
tions and individual critique 6) monitor students work 7) class-
room critiques 8) individual critique
 Drawing �gures with
emphasis on foreshortening using black and white charcoal on 
grey paper

Space:
1-point, 2-point, and 3-point
perspective.
Design a building using          2-point perspective.
-Space
-Composition
-Creativity/Originality
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) modeling 1-point, 2-point & 3-point perspective 
3) show examples of successful perspective drawings 4) rubric 
review 5) questions and individual critique 6) monitor students 
work 7) classroom critiques 8) individual critique
 Draw an interior room
with a view into an
adjacent room
Pen and Ink Stippling Project: Portrait or landscape.
-Value
-Composition
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) modeling stippling technique 3) show examples 
of successful stippling portraits 4) rubric review 5) questions 
and individual critique 6) monitor students work 7) classroom 
critiques 8) individual critique
 Draw still-life of metal or
chrome kitchen objects
using black and white
charcoal on grey paper

Monochromatic Watercolor:
-Form and Value
-Composition
-Use of washes: wet on
wet, wet on dry, drybrush
techniques
 1) provide appropriate vocabulary 2) modeling of value 
scale and sphere   3) show examples of successful watercolor 
painting 4) rubric review 5) questions and individual critique 6) 
monitor students work 7) classroom critiques 8) individual 
critique
 Monochromatic watercolor portrait
Color:
Construct color wheel.
Color theory.
-Color
-Composition
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) model color wheel and demonstrate warm, cool, 
analogous and complementary colors 3) show examples of 
successful artwork 4) rubric review 5) questions and individual 
critique 6) monitor students work 7) classroom critiques 8) 
individual critique
 Draw 3-D Design of organic shapes using oil pastels
Emphasis:
Watercolor landscape.
-Value
-Composition
-Applicable watercolor
 techniques
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) show examples of watercolor paintings and 
model the techniques of watercolor 3) show examples of suc-
cessful student artwork 4) rubric review 5) questions and indi-
vidual critique 6) monitor students work 7) classroom critiques 
8) individual critique
 Concentration: Although
many students will have
already been working on
their Concentration at home, from this point forward students 
will focus on their individual Concentration sections for home-
work credit

Unity:
Cubism with watercolor or Prismacolor pencils.
-Composition, line,
 shape, and form
-Adherence to principles
 of cubism
-Originality
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) show examples of Cubism and model line, shape 
and form to show cubism 3) show examples of successful 
artwork 4) rubric review 5) questions and individual critique 6) 
monitor students work 7) classroom critiques 8) individual 
critique
 Concentration

Surrealism:
-Concept
-Originality/Creativity
-Composition
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) show examples of Surrealism and model a con-
cept and composition of Surrealism 3) show examples of suc-
cessful artwork 4) rubric review 5) questions and individual 
critique 6) monitor students work 7) classroom critiques 8) 
individual critique
 Concentration

Pattern:
“Chuck Close” style
portrait in Prisma pencils.
-Color values
-Composition
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) show Chuck Close video and model his style for 
dark and light values 3) show examples of successful artwork 4) 
rubric review 5) questions and individual critique 6) monitor 
students work 7) classroom critiques 8) individual critique
 Concentration

Pop Art Project: Acrylic Paint
-Concept
-Painting techniques
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) show examples of Pop Art and model the Pop Art 
style 3) show examples of successful artwork 4) rubric review 5) 
questions and individual critique 6) monitor students work 7) 
classroom critiques 8) individual critique
 Concentration

Abstract Landscape
Project: Acrylic Paint
-Composition
-Color
-Form
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) show abstract drawings and paintings and model 
an abstract form        3) show examples of successful artwork 4) 
rubric review 5) questions and individual critique 6) monitor 
students work 7) classroom critiques 8) individual critique
 Concentration

Balance, Movement, and
Rhythm:
Nonobjective painting in
acrylic.
-Composition
-Value, color, and
 texture.
-Originality
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) modeling of nonobjective forms 3) show 
examples of successful artwork 4) rubric review 5) questions 
and individual critique 6) monitor students work 7) classroom 
critiques 8) individual critique
 Concentration

Op Art: Acrylic Paint
-Composition
-Originality
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) show examples of optical art and model Optical 
Art 3) show examples of successful artwork 4) rubric review 5) 
questions and individual critique 6) monitor students work 7) 
classroom critiques 8) individual critique

 Concentration

Conceptual Art Piece:
Involves issues of personal
importance to the artist.
-Concept
-Use of drawing
 techniques to support and
 enhance concept
-Use of materials to
 support and enhance
 concept
 1) provide appropriate
vocabulary 2) show examples of conceptual artwork and model 
how to develop a concept 3) show examples of successful 
artwork 4) rubric review 5) questions and individual critique 6) 
monitor students work 7) classroom critiques 8) individual 
critique
 Concentration

AP STUDIO ART 
INSTRUCTOR:
Danny Vasquez

CONTACT INFORMATION:
dannyvasquez@cusd.com
559-970-8436

AP STUDIO ART ONLINE
BROCHURE:
https://secure-
media.collegeboard.org/di
gitalServices/pdf/ap/ap-stu
dio-art-brochure.pdf

AP STUDIO ART
HOME PAGE:
https://apstudent.collegeb
oard.org/apcourse/ap--
studio-art-drawing

AP STUDIO SAMPLE 
PORTFOLIOS:
http://studioartportfolios.c
ollegeboard.org/category/
2015-drawing-
concentration/


